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Ye Chen is also injured actually, just, rely on powerful matchless vitality and eight trigrams day Dan to 

recover just. 

 

On the other hand, even if they have super strong constitution and can survive, they can't swallow so 

much energy at one time! 

 

The body will burst! 

 

Only Ye Chen can do it! 

 

At the moment, a look of satisfaction appeared on Ye Chen's face. The pure star and destruction energy 

were absorbed by his star pulse, which made his body have a little progress! 

 

These monsters soon reflected that their own energy attack had no effect on this strange creature in 

front of them! 

 

They are surprised and angry, but also quickly changed tactics, scream toward Ye Chen, want to fight ye 

Chen close! 

 

Ye Chen sees this and laughs. 

 

These monsters look ferocious, in fact, they are not good at hand to hand combat, and their physical 

strength is very general. What is the aspect that ye Chen is best at? 

 

Isn't it just hand to hand combat? 

 



Close combat with him? 

 

More than twice, these monsters are not enough to see! 

 

Moreover, without the greatest reliance of star energy, the fighting power of these monsters has 

dropped a lot! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen, like a tiger into a sheep, rushed directly into the white haired ape, danced wildly 

with a long sword and fought wildly! 

 

For a time, the broken limbs flying, the head rolling, the scene is extremely bloody! 

 

Ye Chen looks like the God of killing out of hell! 

 

Seeing this, the warrior in the hall felt a chill in his heart 

 

Blood is no stranger to martial arts, but I've never seen such a killer 

 

Slaughtering is close to the reality, just like slaughtering chickens and ducks 

 

After counting the Kungfu of incense, there was only a complete figure left in the field. The figure was 

stained with blood, just like a ghost. 

 

And by his side, blood, internal organs, broken limbs, broken bodies, heads, all over the floor. 

 

It's like hell. 

 

The horror and evil are extreme. 

 

Zhongyuantu, the Lord of Tianlong hall and others are silent now 



 

Even they were shocked 

 

The ghost master of luochahai forced up a smile and said: "don't worry, maybe there is more danger 

behind the gate..." 

 

Many people nodded. 

 

Yes, who can guarantee that there will be benefits behind the door? 

 

At this time, red Linglong three female also some Leng Leng ground walked to come over, asked to Ye 

Chen: "how to do now?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the gate, eyes bright up, said: "behind the door, there are good things." 

 

Just standing in front of the door, his blood has a boiling feeling! 

 

Instinctively have a huge desire for the things behind the door! 

 

The next moment, xuanlingzhu appeared in the hands, xuanlingpo display! 

 

Ye Chen body shape move, is a Xuan work properly to break to hit on the gate! 

 

With a loud bang, the gate was smashed open by Zhiqiang! 

 

In a flash, the bright light showed in front of everyone! 

 

Looking at the scene in front of her, chilinglong's third daughter couldn't help feeling a little crazy 

 



At this moment, the screen is a dazzling endless starlight, like a nebula in general strange space! 

 

Many people, are Leng God way: "what is this?" 

 

Li Qianxin looked at the nebula space, and an incredible color flashed through his eyes, saying: "this is 

the empty sea of stars!" 

 

Starry Sea in the void!? 

 

Everyone is stupid 

 

Isn't this secret place illusory? 

 

How can there be a sea of empty stars? 

 

There is a sea of stars in the void, but there is a mysterious place in the void. It's almost impossible to 

realize it! 

 

He Xiao was also astonished and said: "this is not illusory, but the elder, who sealed a part of the void 

sea of stars in his own self in the sky with his magic power..." 

 

For a moment, the whole hall was filled with cool air, one after another! 

 

Isn't that horrible? 

 

Even the Starry Sea can be sealed? 

 

How far has this great power gone against heaven? 

 

I'm afraid the world is the most powerful! 



 

Ye Chen looked at the empty sea of stars, showing a smile! 

 

Just now those monsters hit, can only be regarded as appetizers, now the main course! 

 

Among his eyes, there is a fiery, empty sea of stars, which can be said to be the most suitable place for 

the cultivation of celestial body and supernatural power! 

 

It is because of this that he opens the body of the star pulse, and instinctively desires for the star energy 

behind the door! 

 

If you absorb all the energy of the stars in this sea of stars, will his physical strength be greatly 

improved? 

 

Even the magic power of Xingtian refining body can break through to the next level!At this time, the 

benefits of Ye Chen's highest level star pulse are reflected! 

 

Li Wuwang has also learned this magic power, but it will take him a very long time to come to the sea of 

stars to absorb the complete energy of the sea of stars. Ye Chen is different! 

 

At this time, ye Chen turned to the red Linglong three girls and said: "this empty sea of stars is full of 

strong star energy. Although you can't absorb it completely, even if you practice in it, it's good to let the 

star energy moisten your body." 

 

Three female smell speech, pleased ground nodded! 

 

They believe that ye Chen is right! 

 

At the next moment, the four of them entered the void and Starry Sea at the same time. Ye Chen's eyes 

flashed, and the power of the stars poured into his body like a whale sucking water! 

 

It's Zhou Chi's daughter who is surrounded by three layers of stars! 



 

Time, a second to pass, in the twinkling of an eye, the time of the day, passed! 

 

…… 

 

The surface altar. 

 

Under the constant efforts of Shenyuan Taixu and others, the energy of the Holy Grail of bones was 

exhausted. Cracks appeared on the five color light curtain. Finally, with a click, it was completely broken! 

 

Four people see this is a joy, will again hand, will kill Lin! 

 

But, at this time, the four people looked at the Holy Grail of bones, but their pupils couldn't help 

shrinking! 

 

See, the blood in the Holy Grail, unexpectedly is already a drop not to leave! 

 

At the same time, Lin Xiong suddenly opened his eyes, his eyes have been completely changed into the 

blood red! 

 

A terrible evil spirit surged out of his body! 

 

Shenyuan Taixu four people can't help but frown. Even under the impact of the evil spirit, they are 

somewhat depressed 

 

At this time, Lin Xiong looked at the four of them. Shenyuan Taixu's heart was tight, and there was a 

feeling of being watched by the ghost! 

 

In the face of these four Tianjiao, Lin Hsiang didn't look at each other at all. He sneered and said, "just 

now, did you want to do something bad for me?" 

 



As soon as his voice fell, a burst of terror came to the four people of Shenyuan Taixu! 

 

In a flash, Shenyuan Taixu and others were ugly! 

 

How strong! 

Chapter 5632 

 

 

 

Lin Xiong, who has absorbed all the blood from the Holy Grail, has now broken through more than one 

layer. My God! 

 

And the state is still extremely peak! 

 

Lin Xiong felt the surging power in his body and laughed. Now he felt that he was an omnipotent evil 

god! 

 

He murmured: "Ye Chen, I remember the fear, humiliation and despair you brought me. I don't know if 

you can continue to be a man next time we meet?" 

 

Lin Xiong's eyes flashed the meaning of extreme tyranny, and even had the devil! 

 

It's not only good to absorb the evil blood. At the moment, Lin Xiong has been infected with a kind of 

evil nature that goes deep into the bone marrow. He must constantly kill people in order to alleviate it. 

Otherwise, he will be devoured by the evil nature. At that time, he is not dominating the evil blood, but 

controlling him! 

 

Soon, Lin Xiong raised his head and looked at the four people of Shenyuan Taixu, and said, "first use 

these guys to have fun..." 

 

Shenyuan took a deep breath and yelled, "do your best!" 



 

Long Shaoyou, Qin Tian and Yu Xiuluo all look like a coagulation. They also know that it's not the time to 

keep hands now! 

 

In a flash, long Shaoyou's whole body is full of dragon power. With a flash of body shape, it activates the 

blood of the dragon people, and exudes a very powerful breath of the dragon people. There is also a 

kind of king power! 

 

He does have the blood of a king, but the blood of a king is not too pure. 

 

Qin Tian's whole body is full of void power, and the whole person also presents a kind of animal state. 

His whole body grows continuously black hair, surrounded by countless runes! 

 

The werewolf's eyes are green, and there is a rune mark in the middle of his eyebrows. Many of the 

warriors in the hall see this scene, and their pupils shrink. 

 

At this moment, Qin Tian's appearance is quite similar to some kind of virtual monster in the legend, the 

virtual spirit wolf! 

 

This spirit wolf, even in the void monster, belongs to the powerful existence! 

 

Qin Tian obviously has the blood of the wolf! 

 

He has a pair of blue eyes. He is looking at Lin Xiong greedily! 

 

In fact, the most suitable person for the evil blood is him, because the evil blood comes from a void 

monster! 

 

And Qin Tian, can be regarded as homologous! 

 

If Qin Tian devours Lin Xiong and takes away evil blood, his blood may even be advanced! 



 

Yuluocha is full of extremely strong evil spirit and ghost spirit. Although its face is beautiful, it gives 

people a kind of extremely fierce feeling. Behind it, there is a virtual shadow of the evil spirit Shura! 

 

Shenyuan is too empty, but there is no change, but the breath on the body is more and more fierce up! 

 

At this time, Lin Xiong, moved! 

 

He murmured: "ghost forest magic step!" 

 

In a flash, Lin's body disappeared in the same place, and countless ghosts appeared near the altar! 

 

In the main hall of Longmen Island, people's faces changed. At the moment, although Lin's magic step is 

still ghost forest, the effect is not the same as when he faced Ye Chen! 

 

Too much power! 

 

No matter the speed, or the reality of those ghosts! 

 

It's impossible to tell! 

 

"Heaven forbids evil body!" 

 

At this time, there was another low whisper, which echoed around the altar. The evil breath became 

more and more strong, and the air became thick! 

 

"Rotten dragon corpse poison!" 

 

The light purple mist diffused, and the four Shenyuan Taixu looked even more ugly 

 



They even had the intention to retreat, but now they were locked by Lin Xiong, a very dangerous feeling, 

repressed in their heart, no one dares to run away! 

 

The only thing that can keep calm is that Shenyuan is too empty, but even his eyes are gloomy! 

 

At this time, Shenyuan Taixu suddenly pointed to the sword and cut it to a certain place with all his 

strength. He said in a low voice: "Kaitian Shenjian!" 

 

A sword, if you have the power to open the sky! 

 

The terrifying sword light swept away the evil spirit in an instant! 

 

People in Longmen Island couldn't help exclaiming! 

 

The strength of Shenyuan was beyond their expectation! 

 

This sword, I'm afraid even stronger than him will be threatened? 

 

The most important thing is that Shenyuan Taixu can lock Lin Xiong's position? 

 

What a monster! 

 

Although, unlike Ye Chen, being able to fight across many realms is enough to transcend thinking! 

 

Originally, long Shaoyou and others, who could not find Lin's position, had a goal in an instant. They all 

tried their best to attack in the direction of Shenyuan Taixu sword light! 

 

These four hidden forces are also strong! 

 



Strength, absolutely has reached a higher level, in the Taizhen realm of some heaven and man genius 

belong to the strong! 

 

The four people's joint strike is also powerful, as if they can sweep everything! 

 

But, at this time, there was a scornful sneer in the altar: "this is your strength?" 

 

The next moment, a cold drink, just like thunder!"Bai Tu Quan!" 

 

A seal of evil spirit and evil spirit gathered over the altar in an instant! 

 

Everyone's eyes are convex when they look at this fist seal! 

 

Among the top ten villains, Zheng Bei's unique skill of killing demons with crazy fist! 

 

Before, although Lin's Baitu boxing was strong, it didn't seem to be so frightening 

 

But now, Lin Hsiang shows his madness, ferocity and ferocity in his fist! 

 

It's almost as if it was not made by human beings at all, but by a troll! 

 

In a flash, the attack of Shenyuan Taixu and Baitu fist collided with each other! 

 

And then, broken! 

 

Long Shaoyou, Qin Tian and Yu Xiuluo's Dragon shadow spear, wolf claw palm print and ghost ghost Han 

mang are broken one after another! 

 

There is no resistance at all! 



 

Only Shenyuan Taixu's Kaitian sword light persisted! 

 

But it's also constantly shaking! 

 

Finally, after a few breaths, even Kaitian sword burst under the fist seal! 

 

This fist seal, although it is a lot of thin, but still towards the four suppression! 

 

When they saw this, their faces changed slightly, and their bodies moved in four directions! 

 

With a bang, the punch hit the void! 

 

Although, did not hit four people, but, four people's complexion actually gloomy like water! 

 

Lin Xiong, showing overwhelming strength! 

 

If we go on fighting like this, they will definitely die! 

 

All of a sudden, Shen Yuan's eyes flashed wildly: "everyone, focus!" 

 

It's good for people to be scattered. They won't be attacked together and hit at the same time, but they 

also have disadvantages 

 

That is, easy to be broken by each one! 

 

As the demons of the four hidden forces, the reaction speed of these people was extremely fast, and 

they rushed to the side of Shenyuan Taixu in an instant! 

 



However, there are still some people who are one point slower 

 

Long Shaoyou 

 

With a flash of shadow, Lin Xiong appears in front of long Shaoyou, showing a deep smile. 

 

Long Shaoyou turned into a dragon shaped head, and a look of panic appeared in an instant. However, 

he also made a reaction in an instant. He shot a long gun in his hand without hesitation! 

Chapter 5633 

 

 

 

In the main hall of Longmen Island, the head of Tianlong hall, his eyes were instantly congested, and he 

stood up and said, "You'er!" 

 

Long Shaoyou, with the blood of the king, is the hope of the whole Tianlong hall! 

 

But, all of a sudden, there was a burst of blood light in Lin Xiong's eyes! 

 

"It's amazing 

 

In a flash, long Shaoyou uttered a scream, and blood flowed from his seven orifices! 

 

The strength of both sides, the gap is too big, even if Wang Zhong blood can not resist the spirit attack! 

 

Also at this time, Lin fierce face fierce light together, hard a punch, toward long Shaoyou hit! 

 

"Damn it 

 



Shenyuan too empty low scold, is a sword toward Lin fierce cut out, can, some too late! 

 

This fist knot is solid on the body of long Shaoyou! 

 

Long Shaoyou, with the blood of the Dragon nationality, is also a king. His physical strength can be said 

to be far greater than that of the ordinary martial arts! 

 

However, no matter how strong it is, there are limits! 

 

Once the strength gap is too big, no matter how strong it is! 

 

Not everyone is Ye Chen! 

 

With a loud bang, long Shaoyou's body was directly blasted by the fist. When the fist was smashed, a red 

light flashed. It was obviously a kind of life-saving magic weapon, but it was useless! 

 

The evil spirit obviously has a special penetrating effect, directly penetrating the red light, crushing long 

Shaoyou's body! 

 

Bathed in a shower of blood, a touch of enjoyment appeared on Lin Xiong's face 

 

At this time, the red light flashed in the void, and a dragon soul was hiding in the red light, flying away 

towards the distance! 

 

As soon as Lin Xiong's eyes narrowed, he was about to do it again, but it was the sword light of 

Shenyuan Taixu, but it was there! 

 

Lin Xiong frowned. Finally, he gave up the pursuit and blocked the sword of Shenyuan Taixu. 

 



At the moment, the head of Tianlong hall looks very ugly. Although long Shaoyou barely saved his life, 

his physical body was destroyed, especially when they were so powerful. If you want to recover, you 

don't know when, or even when, you may never be able to recover 

 

People are also shocked to the point of no more 

 

It's really terrible after Lin Xiong swallowed the chance! 

 

It's the existence of a great demon! 

 

I'm afraid that if Li qianjue and Lu Bing are still alive, even if they join hands, they are definitely not Lin's 

opponents, right? 

 

So, ye Chen has to be crushed! 

 

Shenyuan Taixu stares at Lin Xiong and takes a deep breath. There is an extremely powerful aura all over 

his body, which distorts the whole space. It is an extremely powerful spirit that pervades the world! 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Even Lin Xiong was surprised and said, "what a rich breath of blood..." 

 

Shenyuan is so empty that it is full of Shenxue! 

 

The power of God's blood is not even comparable to that of people in heaven and man! 

 

Almost comparable to the real Protoss! 

 

No wonder, will have such a strong strength! 

 



However, soon, the surprise disappeared from Lin's face, and he said with a cruel smile: "it seems that 

today is a feast of killing gods!" 

 

The next moment, his body flash, ten evil stunts, and then toward the Shenyuan too empty to kill! 

 

Shenyuan Taixu three people are low to drink a, full hand, and Lin fierce battle in a place! 

 

…… 

 

At this moment, under the earth, the sea of stars in the void. 

 

The light of the whole empty Starry Sea has been dimmed now. By contrast, ye Chen is the most dazzling 

in the whole space! 

 

Leaf Chen whole body up and down, are flowing with extremely rich starlight, the whole person seems 

to have turned into a star in general! 

 

All of a sudden, behind him, a big starry sky sprang up. The big starry sky whirled. In the empty Starry 

Sea, the power of all stars, like moths to the fire, poured into the big starry sky! 

 

Its absorption speed is greatly improved! 

 

Chilinglong's three daughters have been sober from their cultivation. They have no star pulse and can't 

absorb too much of the power of stars. However, they benefit a lot from being immersed in such a 

strong power of stars! 

 

For example, Ziyuan Qingshuang even has the impulse to break through the realm. As long as you leave 

here and find a place to close for a period of time, you will be able to advance! 

 

Chilinglong's martial arts foundation is much more stable, and the dark wounds left by duanlongcao are 

completely healed. Because her blood is the most powerful, she absorbs the most power of stars among 



the three, which has many hidden benefits for her future martial arts cultivation and even blood 

advancement. 

 

However, the benefits of the three of them are far less than ye Chen! 

 

Feel Ye Chen, at the moment send out of breath, three female almost all want to tremble! 

 

Too powerful! 

 

At the moment, what appears in front of them is not human, but star God!The God of the stars! 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly opened his eyes, behind the Hongmeng big star is also the power of all 

the stars, absorb an empty, re integrated into the body of Ye Chen! 

 

In his eyes, flashed a blue purple God awn, that strong breath, also gradually convergence down. 

 

Ye Chen showed a smile of joy in the corner of his mouth. This practice is perfect. 

 

Xingtian refining body magic power, as he wishes, advanced Xingtian three turn realm! 

 

This realm makes Hongmeng starry sky more powerful and shining! 

 

At the moment, the Hongmeng starry sky is more like a bright star map! 

 

Relying on the star map, he can absorb all the power of the stars so quickly, and greatly improve the 

refining speed! 

 

Pure star energy, all into the body! 

 



His eyes flashed slightly, and he said in secret: "now, my own strength has become powerful. If I use all 

the means, plus the power of Shuo Lao and Xuanxian Zi, I will not be killed, though I am sure I am still 

inferior to the Confucianists." 

 

"I don't know what happened to the blood god during this period." 

 

He stood up slowly and walked out of the void with the three girls. 

 

The power of the stars has been swallowed up, and it's useless to stay. 

 

Red Linglong asked: "young master ye, where are we going now?" 

 

The three women's attitude towards Ye Chen became more and more respectful. They were completely 

convinced by Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly raised his head, looked at the top and said: "it's time to go up and solve some things." 

 

He absorbed those things, and now he is in a state of extreme peak, which will continue to dissipate and 

finally disappear completely. 

 

Take advantage of the present state, we must solve some problems as soon as possible! 

 

…… 

 

Now, the altar. 

 

Both yushula and Qin Tian were seriously injured and lost their fighting power. 

 

Only Shenyuan is too empty, still struggling to support, but even he is now scarred, stained with blood to 

the limit. 



 

In front of him, Lin Xiong was looking at him playfully, with no scars on his body. He said sarcastically, "I 

heard that Shenyuan, the Holy Son of Shenyuan, is too empty, gifted and advantaged. Unexpectedly, it's 

a false name? 

 

Shenyuan is too empty. You let me down. Do you know? " 

Chapter 5634 

 

 

 

Shenyuan is too empty to look at, and seems to have long been indifferent to life and death. However, 

the corner of the mouth is with a slight smile of self mockery. 

 

He is invincible and proud all his life. Will he come to the end after all? 

 

At the moment, he couldn't help asking: "Ye Chen, if it's you, can you win the war?" 

 

Longmen island people, at this moment, see this scene, are endless regret, finally, the four hidden forces 

of Tianjiao, all want to be damaged in the hands of a forest murderer? 

 

At this time, someone sighed: "perhaps, the right choice is Ye Chen." 

 

"Yes, Lin is so terrible. Who knows what will happen if he breaks the barrier of the Holy Grail ahead of 

time?" 

 

"Maybe, when Lin Xiong's absorption of evil blood is interrupted, he will become more crazy and be 

occupied by evil blood. These people will still die!" 

 

"Yes, ye Chen, it's better to seek good fortune and avoid evil." 

 

For a time, many people are looking at Ye Chen with new eyes. 



 

But just then, someone exclaimed, "look! What is Ye Chen doing? " 

 

At the moment, people toward Ye Chen's picture to see, but is a Leng. 

 

See, ye Chen absorbed the power of the stars, and did not return the original way, but chose to move 

towards the top of the channel! 

 

That is to say, go to the altar! 

 

And it's very fast! 

 

Then, isn't it about to meet Lin Xiong? 

 

They all couldn't help shaking their heads. Ye Chen is really boastful! 

 

And beilingsheng, nanxiaoli and others are anxious, frantically praying that ye Chen should not continue 

to move forward. They should return the same way and leave from the entrance of the waterfall! 

 

Zhongyuan Tu, the Lord of Tianlong hall and others are very happy! 

 

This damned boy is going to die after all! 

 

At the moment, Lin Xiong's evil spirit was awe inspiring, and his evil spirit was surging. It seemed that he 

was ready to take action to end the young man who was known as the first proud man in the sky. 

 

And Shenyuan Taixu also looked solemn and ready for the last fight. 

 

However, at this time, both of them were looking at the altar in a certain direction! 

 



Just before that, the place where Shenyuan Taixu and others came out! 

 

I saw that there were four figures in an instant. 

 

The head of the people, look indifferent, it is Ye Chen! 

 

Zhongyuan Tu looked forward to the scene and sneered: "look how you die!" 

 

The Lord of Tianlong hall also said: "ha ha, it's your fault that you'er's body was destroyed. Now, you 

should pay the price you deserve!" 

 

Long Shaoyou's body is destroyed. He puts the responsibility on Ye Chen! 

 

Shenyuan too empty, looking at Ye Chen some dull. 

 

On Lin's face, there was a strong sense of hatred, then a sense of killing, and finally a sense of ecstasy! 

 

The mark he left on yechen's body has been invalid. He was still worried about how to find yechen. 

Unexpectedly, yechen himself came to the door! 

 

Killing Ye Chen can greatly suppress the influence of evil blood on himself, and give him enough time to 

satisfy the evil blood and not be swallowed by it! 

 

And the most important thing is that he can get revenge! 

 

In an instant, Lin Hsiang lost interest in Shenyuan Taixu and walked up to Ye Chen, sneering: "meet 

again?" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech a smile way: "how do you still stand here?" 

 



"Well?" 

 

Lin Ying frowned and said, "still standing here? What do you mean 

 

Ye Chen looked at him playfully and said: "last time, you faced me, but you ran fast enough? This time, 

why don't you run away? " 

 

For a moment, the whole altar, dead silent down! 

 

Even the main hall of Longmen island is dead! 

 

People can't believe their ears! 

 

Ye Chen even provokes Lin Xiong!? 

 

Is he blind? 

 

Can't you see that Shenyuan Taixu and others are seriously injured by Lin Xiong? 

 

Even if you are really blind, can't you feel the surging breath of the extreme peak of Lin Xiong? 

 

Lin Xiong is not a monkey. He can only attack with the power of stars! 

 

In a flash, Lin Xiong was going to be crazy! 

 

Ye Chen came up and poked his pain! 

 

Now, he is very proud of the moment, but ye Chen put his most humiliating, most want to forget things, 

out to say? 



 

"Ye Chen, do you still think I am the original me? Now I kill you, and kill ants almost, you burst out, also 

barely able to kill the two pride it. 

 

Hehe, I'm not afraid to tell you, now I, with all my strength, can crush those two guys before! 

 

Now, are you still smart? 

 

Is it still arrogant? 

 

Do you still think I'm going to run away? " 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, but is looking at Lin fierce way extremely seriously: "I think, you really should 

escape! Do you think you're in a strong state? " 

 

In a flash, the anger almost burned Lin Xiong's soul to ashes!He looks at Ye Chen with extremely 

distorted face, and his whole body bulges up a series of black blood vessels. The evil blood seems to be 

stimulated, and is about to take Lin Xiong's body! 

 

However, at the last moment, Lin Xiong suppressed the evil blood! 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head regretfully. The reason why he stimulates Lin Xiong is that he wants Lin Xiong to 

be occupied by evil blood. In this way, he can save some trouble. 

 

Ye Chen's so-called thing to do naturally refers to solving Lin Xiong's problem. 

 

Ye Chen is not a person who can forget everything. If Lin Xiong wants to kill him, he must die! 

 

At the moment, although Lin Xiong suppressed the evil blood, he couldn't bear Ye Chen any more. His 

evil spirit surged out, turned into a storm of evil spirit and swept the world. He yelled at Ye Chen: "I want 

to see when you can speak hard!" 



 

Almost in an instant, Lin Xiong used all the top nine skills of the ten evil stunts, holding a sword in one 

hand and a fist in the other. His body was ethereal, filled with evil spirit and poisonous fog. His shadow 

was accompanied by his body, and his blood was turbulent! 

 

For a moment, endless evil spirits almost filled the whole secret place. When people in Longmen Island 

hall saw this scene, many people trembled 

 

Originally, this is Lin Xiong's real strength! 

 

Just now, facing Shenyuan Taixu and others, it's like playing! 

 

Ye Chen is dead! 

 

But, strangely, they found that until this moment, ye Chen still kept calm? 

 

See, ye Chen wrist turns over, the evil spirit sword fell into the palm, looking at the Lin fierce that hit, the 

whole body spirit once prosperous, the next moment, is a sword cut out! 

 

He didn't even use xuanlingzhu and Huangmo Tianjian. He was too lazy to use them. 

 

In a flash, ye Chen's sword light collided with all Lin Xiong's attacks! 

 

With a roar, the evil spirit all over the sky dissipated in an instant! 

 

And all Lin Xiong's attacks turned into nothingness in the light of Ye Chen's sword 

 

All the people are watching this scene almost foolishly 

 

What's the matter? 



 

Lin Xing's most powerful blow, how, was Ye Chen suppressed? 

 

Ye Chen looks at the forest fierce of the moment dull, the corner of the mouth takes a light smile. 

 

At the top? 

 

He is not at his peak! 

Chapter 5635 

 

 

 

At the moment, everyone can't accept 

 

You have to have a limit, don't you? 

 

Rebellion? 

 

And Lin Xiong was even more hit, and his heart was about to collapse! 

 

At the moment, his face is still with a bloody crazy smile, as if to tear Ye Chen directly, as a result, stiff 

 

The smile is stiff and the situation is stiff! 

 

He has absorbed the evil blood. He should be the most powerful. He even feels that he is invincible in 

this secret place, but 

 

Before long, ye Chen stepped down again 

 



How big the blow is, you can imagine! 

 

At this time, ye Chen did not forget to say: "well, now, do you want to escape? If you want to escape, I 

can give you a chance. " 

 

Click 

 

In silence, it seems that something is broken 

 

That's Lin Xiong's pride! 

 

If you don't kill Ye Chen, I'm afraid he will be crazy! 

 

At the moment, Lin Xiong's whole body has been covered with green tendons, and the evil blood is 

going to enter his brain. His blood red eyes stare at Ye Chen and roar: "I want you to die! I want you to 

die! I want you to die!!! The devil is broken 

 

The people in Longmen Island, they look very moving! 

 

Lin Hsiang finally sacrificed the most terrible of the ten evil stunts again! 

 

Before facing Shenyuan Taixu and others, Lin Xiong didn't even use this move! 

 

But, in front of Ye Chen, the second move was forced out! 

 

Shenyuan too empty face now a lonely smile, whether ye Chen or Lin fierce survived, he was defeated. 

 

For a moment, nine evil dragons were flying over the altar, and the whole world seemed to be a sea of 

evil spirit. The evil dragons roared and roared, and were so overbearing that they seemed to crush 

everything in the world into dust! 



 

Now Lin Xiong's strength is enough to break the great evil. Now this move is just like the horrible move 

of the end. It's the real great evil! 

 

In a flash, nine gray evil dragons look at the place where ye Chen is. A flash is carrying the power of the 

universe, rushing towards Ye Chen! 

 

Under the endless pressure, there was a loud bang. Before the evil spirit really fell, all kinds of ancient 

buildings in the altar were crushed into dust! 

 

Although these buildings have been put for a long time and their power has been exhausted, the 

materials are not ordinary things, but they are crushed to ashes? 

 

Visible, this move, how terrible! 

 

Even ye Chen's eyes are dim! 

 

This time, he had no choice but to continue to use Sha Jian instead of Xuan Lingzhu! 

 

This is the supreme treasure handed down by the Xuanyao ancestors! 

 

Even, in Ye Chen's view, this treasure has gone beyond the limits of foreign countries! 

 

It shouldn't be too much to call it a treasure outside the territory! 

 

The next moment, the soul body transforms, the mysterious body turns into the supernatural power, 

and works together, rolling the spiritual power, and then flows towards the mysterious pearl! 

 

Ye Chen's physical body has been improved, which is equivalent to soul power and spirit power! 

 



The greater the spiritual power, the stronger the power of xuanlingzhu! 

 

On the Xuanling bead, the black light is in full swing, and the spiral is constantly flying around, forming 

an energy ball. It is Xuanling who breaks it! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sparkle, holding xuanlingzhu in his hand. He moves forward instead of retreating. He 

rushes towards the nine evil dragons! 

 

Collision, big collision! 

 

Black light and gray awn interweave together, forming a gray black whirlpool. The whirlpool turns, 

tearing the space into pieces! 

 

However, this interweaving lasted only half a breath 

 

And then, boom! 

 

Super burst! 

 

The black light of xuanlingzhu penetrated the body of nine grey evil dragons, and then the evil dragons 

were directly smashed! 

 

But the Xuanling in Ye Chen's hand breaks, but still in advance! 

 

At this moment, Lin Xiong, in his rage, calmed down inexplicably. Even the evil blood in his body seemed 

to be in fear at the moment. His eyes trembled and looked at the black whirlpool which was rapidly 

enlarged. He screamed in horror: "how could this happen?"!? Don't come here! Don't come here 

 

His face was pale and sweaty. All of a sudden, there was a flash in his brain. He thought of what ye Chen 

had said before 

 



That sentence, you run fast enough to face me! 

 

For a moment, a ray of hope appeared in Lin Xiong's eyes! 

 

Yeah, he ran fast enough! 

 

He can escape! 

 

At this time, Lin Xiong no matter what face, what mood, what evil blood, to survive is the most 

important! 

 

He swore that he would never provoke Ye Chen again! 

 

This guy is not human at all! 

 

No matter how you improve, you can't catch up with him, can you? 

 

But, at this time, ye Chen's voice rang out inappropriately: "how, just let you escape? Now you want to 

escape? Unfortunately, after this village, without this shop, you have no chance to escape nowBecause I 

won't give it to you! " 

 

Lin Xiong's heart trembles when he hears the words. He almost faints in fear. However, he ignores Ye 

Chen. Instead, he shakes his body. When the devil steps in the ghost forest to the extreme, he has to 

flee to the distance. He is extremely worried! 

 

However, he suddenly found that ye Chen didn't seem to catch up! 

 

Lin Xiong smiles. It seems that ye Chen is bluffing and can't catch up with himself! 

 

It seems that he can't die! 



 

Just as Lin Hsiang gradually calmed down, suddenly, his body became stiff. He saw that a red chain was 

wrapped around his body. 

 

When I give you a chance, Ye's voice will not change 

 

Lin fiercely turned around and looked at Ye Chen, who had already appeared behind him. He completely 

collapsed. He was full of fear and begged: "stop! Young master ye, let me go this time! " 

 

But before he could finish, the black whirlpool had fallen! 

 

"No!" 

 

Lin Xiong uttered a shrill scream, and his whole body was full of evil spirit. He wanted to resist it. But the 

next moment, with a bang, his body was directly engulfed by the black light, and the strong evil spirit 

could not resist the power of the xuanlingzhu! 

 

A burst of blood mist spreads, which absorbs the evil blood and inherits from villain island. Lin Xiong, 

who has the strength to crush Shenyuan Taixu, turns into a blood mist with a blow from ye Chen and 

disperses with the wind 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, no one in the hall of Longmen Island dares to sneer at him any more. There is only 

shock left in his eyes 

 

Ye Chen's actions and words are clearly against common sense 

 

Few people approve of him 

 

But every time, he can hit people in the face! 

 

Once, maybe coincidence, luck, twice, three times? 



 

People are totally convinced! 

 

At this moment, Zhongyuan Tu's face was pale. For the first time in his life, he was really afraid of the 

existence of the first temple master, who was originally known as the first temple master in heaven and 

man 

 

What should he do? 

 

Ye Chen's strength, if the outbreak of cards, now it is clear that he has caused a threat, if you stay in 

Zhongyuan tiandian, only a dead end, right? 

 

His eyes flashed. It would be better if he didn't stay in Zhongyuan tiandian? 

 

All of a sudden, as soon as he turned around, he walked out of the Zhongyuan tiandian Hall 
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The pretty girl was stunned and said, "emperor, where are you going?" 

 

Zhongyuan Tu didn't speak, and the next moment he disappeared into the temple of heaven 

 

No one knows where he went 

 

The emperor of this generation was directly frightened by Ye Chen. He didn't know where to hide! 

 

The Lord of Tianlong hall was silent for a moment. Looking at Ye Chen's figure, his face was a little dim. 

He said to himself, "this is your choice. No wonder who..." 

 



He's going to let go of his hatred 

 

I can't help it. If you don't let it go, you have to 

 

According to Ye Chen's speed of progress, I'm afraid the Lord of Shenyuan will not be his opponent in a 

few years 

 

…… 

 

Buried in the sea of heaven, on an island shrouded by rolling evil spirit. 

 

There are ten figures in front of a Shadow crystal. 

 

Here is villain's Island, and the ten figures are the top ten villains in the legend! 

 

At the moment, the top ten villains are ferocious, full of anger and hatred! 

 

Villains are also human beings. They are cold-blooded, cruel and do all kinds of evil, but they are not 

without feelings 

 

These ten villains treat Lin Xiong as their own disciple, even as a child! 

 

But now? 

 

Lin is killed in Ye Chen's hands! 

 

How can they bear it!? 

 

They want to tear Ye Chen to pieces! 



 

But I can't 

 

They are trapped on this villain's Island and can't leave the island at all 

 

At the moment, these ten villains can only stare at Ye Chen in the picture and curse him to die in this 

secret place! 

 

…… 

 

After ye Chen killed Lin Xiong, he fell down. 

 

At this time, Shenyuan Taixu came up and said to Ye Chen, "thank you. I won't forget this kindness." 

 

Ye Chen saved his life, Shenyuan Taixu has his own pride, clear gratitude and resentment. 

 

But, ye Chen is casual way: "you don't have to care, I'm just doing what I intend to do, not to save you." 

 

Shenyuan Taixu didn't say anything. He took yushula and qintian to find a place to heal. 

 

At this time, Ziyuan and Qingshuang look at yechen hesitantly. 

 

Ye Chen sees this, ask a way: "how?" 

 

Ziyuan said: "Mr. Ye We seem to be able to make a breakthrough. I don't know. Can you give us some 

time to make a breakthrough? " 

 

They look at Ye Chen with some uneasiness. Although they don't know, they actually put Ye Chen in a 

high position. They don't want to delay Ye Chen's journey because of their breakthrough, even though 

the breakthrough is extremely important. 



 

Ye Chen hears speech, but a smile way: "find a place, repair a period of time." 

 

In the star chart, there are still some stars whose power has not been fully refined, but has just been 

refined. 

 

Two women smell speech face is happy, to Ye Chen line a gift, at the same time, see to Ye Chen pretty 

face also slightly some pan red up. 

 

Soon, they found a quiet mountain forest with rich aura and began to practice. 

 

…… 

 

In the secret place, a strange scene appeared in a river. The upper part of the river was very clear and 

transparent, but in the lower part, it turned into blood red and smelly! 

 

Moreover, there are many floating corpses floating in the river! 

 

The river is completely red with blood! 

 

Beside the river, there are two extremely strange figures standing at the moment. 

 

These two figures look similar to human beings, but they are very different when you look at them 

carefully! 

 

These two figures have ancient Sanskrit in their pupils and monster patterns in their eyebrows. 

 

And the evil spirit on the body is extremely shocking! The key is not the evil spirit of foreign countries! 

 

Both of them exude a strange smell, obviously not from the outside world! 



 

These two people are the demons who enter here from other planes! 

 

Don't look at these two demon clan breath strange, the strength is extremely frightening! 

 

The presence of the bloody spider in the center of the eyebrow is the strongest of the two. The demon 

clan with the golden locust pattern in the center of the eyebrow standing beside him is weak! 

 

This cultivation is enough to crush all the demons from other countries except ye Chen! 

 

At the moment, in the eyes of the bloody spider, there is a very gloomy color flashing. 

 

The golden locust man's beard swayed slightly and said, "young master, you have swallowed and killed 

all the creatures in this area, but the injury has not fully recovered. What should you do?" 

 

In the eyes of the bloody spider pattern man, the cold light flashed and said: "there is no way, so we can 

only change the host..." 

 

The golden locust frowned and said, "but the young master should also find out. Most of the creatures 

who enter this secret place are very weak and are not suitable to be our host. It's too dangerous to do 

so..." 

 

Another person's eyes, a dim light, said: "in my present state, but can't enter the tomb of the king of 

spirit, the tomb of the king of spirit, but this time, the biggest chance! Even if there is a risk, we have to 

fight for it. "The golden locust seemed to want to say something else. At this moment, the two demon 

clans looked at the woods beside the river bank. 

 

A human woman walked out of the woods. 

 

In the hall of Longmen Island, someone suddenly pointed to chuanyingjing and said, "look who that is!" 

 

On the screen, the two demons appear! 



 

Li Qianxin's face was a bit surprised and scared, and said: "is it the descendant of Tianchong in the 

supreme world? They're here, too? " 

 

He Xiao looked at Li Qianxin curiously and said, "Tianchong? What is it? " 

 

Li Qianxin's face flashed a touch of Ning Zhong, saying: "Tianchong, the oldest existence of Tianchong, 

comes from Tianren domain. Later, a strong man led his disciples to fly up to the supreme world, where 

he firmly established his foothold. Once upon a time, this clan was also a very powerful race. At present, 

these two demon clans are not orthodox. It is estimated that they are just left in a remote place, the 

demon clan It's just the offspring 

 

However, even so, in this secret place, there is a very terrible existence! " 

 

After hearing this, they all looked at the woman in the picture with some worry for a moment 

 

At the moment, beilingsheng and others are pale! 

 

This is Ning Caixia, the woman who meets Tianchong in the picture! 

 

…… 

 

In the secret. 

 

Ning Caixia, seeing the two demons in front of her, is also a look of panic on her pretty face. She will turn 

around and run away without thinking about it. 

 

However, when she turned around, the golden locust man had already appeared in front of her! 

 

Looking at the golden locust man, the constantly flashing eyebrow lines, Ning Caixia almost fainted! 

 



Girls are naturally afraid of this kind of insect! 

 

Even the warrior! 

 

Not to mention this kind of half human, half insect, disgusting existence 

 

The most important thing is that the breath of these two demons is unfathomable. Ning Caixia knows 

that she is not the opponent at all!. Chapter 5637 

 

 

 

And at the moment, the golden locust man looked at Ning Caixia, eyes, flashing cold light, seems to be 

about to hand. 

 

But, at this time, the other man was very surprised to drink a way: "golden locust, don't move!" 

 

Golden locust man smell speech a Leng, but, still put down hand according to speech, did not have any 

movement. 

 

But, the whole body strong breath, releases, suppresses ningcaixia not to be able to move! 

 

Ning Caixia, who is about to cry at the moment, said calmly: "two elders, I don't know what I'm 

offending about. Let's have the same understanding with me?" 

 

She didn't know what to say, so she had to show her seniority, hoping that the two demons would 

disdain to fight against themselves because of pride and other reasons 

 

The only thing to be thankful for is that all martial arts practitioners, regardless of race, use language 

that comes from the way of heaven and martial arts. Therefore, they have a lot in common. Even if they 

have different roots, they can often understand each other. 

 



The more he saw Ning Caixia, the more surprised he was. He said with a smile: "elder? Ha ha, girl, I'm 

joking. My name is blood spider. I'm only 500 years old. I'm not much older than you. Why did you say 

that? " 

 

Ningcaixia smell speech, heart completely cool, even this excuse can't use? 

 

She quickly added: "strength! Those with strong strength are our predecessors.... " 

 

The blood spider man laughed and said, "is that right? Well, I'll answer you, you didn't offend me, and I 

don't want to see you in the same light, but 

 

I want to borrow your body. " 

 

The golden locust man was surprised and said, "little Lord, the human body is too weak. If you live in it, 

it's too dangerous!" 

 

But the blood spider opened and closed her mouth and said with a smile: "don't worry, she is definitely 

the most suitable host..." 

 

Golden locust did not understand, how is this possible? 

 

At present, the human woman's cultivation is not bad, but she is too weak for the little Lord. How can 

she bear the power of the little Lord? 

 

I'm afraid that at the moment when the young master lodges, the woman will explode and die, right? 

 

And if the young host fails, I'm afraid the injury will be more serious! 

 

But, at this time, the blood spider man's eyes are a flash of blood: "golden locust, have you heard of the 

hundred color green marrow Gu?" 

 



The golden locust's eyes were shining, and he said with a little doubt: "little Lord, naturally I've heard 

that it's a kind of poisonous insect born in the great way. Even if it's placed in our Tianchong tribe, it's a 

very high blood! 

 

But, young master, why do you mention this? " 

 

Hearing this, Ning Caixia, beilingsheng and others have completely sunk to the bottom of their heart 

 

As soon as the blood spider man's thin lips opened, he said with a laugh: "because this girl is the 

legendary hundred color green marrow Gu body! 

 

People of this constitution are the best containers! " 

 

The golden locust man was shocked by the words! 

 

He suddenly stretched out his hand and put it on Ning Caixia's pulse gate. He felt that even when he was 

very happy, he said: "if so, young master, you really have bright eyes and good eyesight!" 

 

Ning Caixia's beautiful eyes have fallen two lines of clear tears. Being contacted by this demon clan is 

more painful for her than being dead! 

 

Unfortunately, now, she can't even blow herself up! 

 

She bit her lips and said in her heart, "Ye Chen, where are you? If I can see you again before I die, I will 

die without regret... " 

 

At the moment, the blood spider man can't bear it any longer. His eyebrows suddenly split and a bloody 

spider of palm size emerged from it! 

 

The spider's whole body is full of blood, and there is a white skeleton like pattern on the back. It looks 

extremely evil! 

 



This little spider is the life of the Zerg! 

 

It can also be said that it is their noumenon! 

 

The next moment, the blood spider is directly jumped to the jade neck of Ning Caixia, a bite up! 

 

Ning Caixia sent out a scream of pain, and a thread of blood flowed from her jade neck! 

 

All of a sudden, the blood spider wriggled and got into the skin under Ning Caixia's jade neck. The wound 

on her jade neck was instantly healed. 

 

However, Ning Caixia suddenly lost her consciousness 

 

A moment later, when Ning Caixia opened her eyes again, there was a touch of blood in her beautiful 

eyes, and her expression changed completely, as if she had changed herself! 

 

However, when the golden locust man saw this, he was slightly stunned and said, "little Lord, why didn't 

you stay here, but just attach yourself?" 

 

The Tianchong clan generally needs a host to play its power, which is similar to the brain eating beast. 

 

However, there are two ways for the Zerg to control their hosts, one is boarding, the other is 

attachment. 

 

The difference between the two is that boarding will completely kill the host's consciousness, and 

transform the host's body into its own life, just like this golden man's form at this time! 

 

The other is attachment, which only makes the consciousness of the host temporarily dormant and does 

not change the body of the host.In contrast, boarding can obviously play the power of noumenon to a 

greater extent! And better control of the host! 

 



But now, the blood spider man chose to attach himself? 

 

Ning Caixia, to be exact, was possessed by the blood spider, but she said with a smile: "golden locust, 

you are shortsighted." 

 

The golden locust said, "my subordinates are ignorant. Please help me solve my doubts!" 

 

The blood spider said with a smile: "if I parasitize directly on this body, although I will have a perfect 

host body, it will also destroy the blood of the hundred colorful green marrow poisonous insects. My 

son, as the little master of the Tianchong clan, how can I only think about the present? 

 

Do you know the real value of this hundred color green marrow poisonous insect body? " 

 

Hearing the words, the golden locust suddenly brightened his eyes and said, "what the little Lord said 

is..." 

 

"Not bad!" 

 

Blood spider eyes, suddenly emerged a sense of Hegemony: "is breeding!" 

 

Golden locust seems to think of something, the complexion has become colorful up! 

 

Blood spider said with a smile: "it seems that you also understand that my son wants to make this alien 

woman demonize again, and then marry her, mate with her, and give birth to offspring. In this way, the 

blood of our branch will change dramatically. Maybe, it can be compared with the Tianchong in the 

world! 

 

At that time, won't our family be invincible? It won't be long before we can invade the world and 

become the supreme one? 

 

Is such value comparable to that of a perfect host? " 

 



After hearing the speech, the golden locust said with admiration: "the young master is really forward-

looking and strategizing!" 

 

However, soon, he frowned again and said, "but, little Lord, if you have been attached to me for a long 

time, I'm afraid that it will also affect the blood of the hundred color green marrow poisonous insects. 

What can I do?" 

 

The blood spider's eyes twinkled with a fierce color and said: "originally, this was a difficult problem, but 

just now, my son acquired the memory of this woman through attachment. Ha ha, in her memory, there 

was a very strong human male, who was very suitable to be the host of this statue! 

 

I want to find this person and attach him! " 
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The golden locust was overjoyed and said, "God helps the little Lord!" 

 

Blood spider is also full of excitement. As soon as he entered this secret place, he encountered a strong 

enemy. Although he won the battle, he almost destroyed his host body. Now it's good. It's a blessing in 

disguise! 

 

There is a touch of greed in his eyes. The man in Ning Caixia's memory seems to be more than simple. 

His body may be more suitable for boarding than the hundred color green marrow Gu body! 

 

Once you get that boarding body, your strength will surely have another breakthrough, right? 

 

Thinking of this, "Ning Caixia" couldn't help laughing, and she was all in a daze. 

 

And the so-called human male, nature, is Ye Chen! 

 



The next moment, the blood spider man's powerful idea is roaring out, searching for ye Chen's trace in 

this secret place. 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, in a hidden forest, ye Chen slowly opened his eyes, with a smile on his mouth. 

 

After absorbing the energy of the remaining stars in the Hongmeng starry sky, his own strength is close 

to a breakthrough. 

 

He took a look at the asters and Qingshuang who were consolidating their cultivation, and nodded 

slightly. 

 

The process of the two women's breakthrough was quite smooth and natural. Now, the two women's 

breakthrough, together, has long been different. 

 

It's not a small improvement! 

 

Even Chi Linglong has gained a lot. He has integrated the power of the stars with his body, and his 

strength has improved. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen saw that everyone had already practiced. He was about to inform them to 

leave here. However, at this moment, he frowned and felt that a very powerful power of mind was 

coming towards where they were! 

 

Originally, with Ye Chen's strong mind, if he didn't want to be found, he could shield people. However, 

when he sensed the mind, he couldn't help shrinking his pupils! 

 

There was a familiar breath in his mind 

 

This breath comes from Ning Caixia! 

 



But Ning Caixia didn't have such a powerful idea? 

 

In addition, this idea in addition to the breath of Ning Caixia, but also has a let him some disgust of the 

breath! 

 

For a time, ye Chen's look was gloomy, and his eyes were flashing with violent murders. He knew that 

something had happened to Ning Caixia! 

 

In that divine idea, touched his instant, slightly fluctuated for a while, faintly spread a sense of joy. 

 

Ye Chen looks a move, the corner of the mouth slightly raised a touch of sneer. 

 

It seems that the other party is looking at themselves. 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment, didn't beat grass to frighten snake, but pretended what all don't know 

appearance. 

 

However, the killing intention in his heart is more and more powerful! 

 

Ning Caixia is his friend, dare to touch his friend? 

 

Even if you are the king of heaven, you will die! 

 

At this time, red Linglong asked: "young master ye, can we continue to set out?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "take a rest. I'll consolidate my accomplishments." 

 

"Yes 

 



At this moment, the blood spider man beside the blood river was happy and said: "found it! 

Unexpectedly, that boy is not far from us! " 

 

The golden locust said with a smile: "it seems that even heaven is helping you." 

 

In the hall of Longmen Island, everyone was looking at this scene with great horror. The two demons 

were really weird! 

 

Many people shake their heads and lament that ye Chen is too unlucky 

 

Just solved the problem, Lin Xiong was targeted by the Zerg? 

 

According to Li Qianxin, this day the Zerg's strong, is beyond imagination, I'm afraid, this time ye Chen 

really more or less bad luck! 

 

At the moment, the villains on villain's Island are smiling ferociously, hoping that ye Chen will be 

parasitized by the Zerg that day, and life is not like death! 

 

This is revenge for Lin Xiong! 

 

The next moment, the blood spider and the golden locust will rise up and go to the direction where ye 

Chen is! 

 

Soon, they reached the top of the mountain forest. 

 

The blood spider looks at the forest below with a sneer. 

 

Golden locust asked: "young master, now, how to do? Do you want your subordinates to capture the 

boy directly? " 

 



The blood spider's eyes flashed slightly, shook his head and said: "according to the woman's memory, 

the human man is very strange, and his strength is far beyond the realm. But he is not in a hurry to rush 

his hand. Now, he has not found that the woman has been possessed by me. Just let me follow him and 

have a try." 

 

With that, his eyes fell somewhere in the forest. There was a huge lion with two horns, blue and white, 

sleeping! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen suddenly look a change, wow is spit out a big mouthful of blood, the whole 

person's breath all decayed down! 

 

Red Linglong three female see this, all is a surprised way: "leaf childe, how?" 

 

Ye Chen gasped, looking a little ugly, and said: "Damn, the power of the stars is absorbed too much. It's 

overloaded. It's crazyNow, I've suffered an internal injury and my strength has decreased a lot 

 

I'm afraid it will take some time to recover... " 

 

People in Longmen island have changed their looks! 

 

This! 

 

Make it worse! 

 

Ye Chen is stared at by the insect clan, just go crazy again? 

 

It seems that even God wants him to die! 

 

Just came, hide the body shape of the golden locust man, slightly a Leng, then, also smile, victory in 

hand. 

 



At the same time, a deafening roar resounded through the whole mountain forest! 

 

Soon, a woman's cry for help, filled with aura, spread in the forest: "help! Help 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen suddenly stood up and exclaimed, "this voice It's Caixia 

 

The audience on Longmen Island, seeing this scene, can't help but feel deeply! 

 

Ye Chen is in the trap! 

 

, as like as two peas, the man who is hiding in the vicinity is seen by sneering, and the stupid man is 

exactly the same as the less expected man. It seems that the human being is too low energy to be 

applauded by the less Lord. 

 

The third girl frowned and said, "Caixia? Who is Caixia? " 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice: "one of my friends, Linglong, Ziyuan Qingshuang, the lion's roar is very 

powerful. Can you come to the rescue with me?" 

 

Red Linglong three women look at each other, nod a way: "nature can!" 

 

Golden locust see this, face more disdain up, that giant lion is just the beginning of the existence of too 

true realm, but, ye Chen is so solemn appearance? 

 

You need other women to help? 

 

It seems that it is also a waste! 

 

But the audience on Longmen island are a little confused 

 



With Ye Chen's strength, the giant lion? 

 

Why does it seem prudent now? 

 

However, they don't care too much. They just think that ye Chen is worried about Ning Caixia, so they 

should be fully prepared. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen four people is the body shape move, toward that giant lion place but go! 

 

At this time, in the forest, a beautiful woman is running away with a look of panic, and behind her, there 

is a huge blue lion, chasing madly, with bloodthirsty eyes! 

 

At this moment, a sword light like the moon suddenly came and chopped at the lion. A look of fear 

flashed in the lion's eyes. He raised his head and roared, spitting out a blue sound wave, which collided 

with the sword light and disappeared! 

 

Ning Caixia quietly looked at the collision between sword light and sound wave, and said to herself: "is 

that the strength?" 
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This is in his memory, when Lin Ying and ye Chen fight, ye Chen shows the same strength. 

 

At the same time, three powerful demons surged up, red sword and purple green sword. At the same 

time, the lion tried his best to resist the light of the sword. At the moment, facing these swords, he 

couldn't do it again, so he had to give a roar, and the lion's head fell to the ground! 

 

After killing the lion, several figures appeared from the forest. 

 

Ning Caixia breathed in shock and looked at those figures. Immediately, she was very surprised and said, 

"yechen, it's you!" 



 

At the moment, in Ning Caixia's body, a imprisoned spirit is crying with great sadness. She shouts to Ye 

Chen: "brother ye, don't believe him! He is not me 

 

After being possessed, her spirit did not dissipate, but was imprisoned, still able to feel everything 

around! 

 

At this time, Ning Caixia was very sad! 

 

She would rather die than be taken advantage of to cheat Ye Chen! 

 

Of course, she can only see what the spider wants her to see. 

 

In other words, the blood spider is intentional! 

 

Ning Caixia doesn't know that the blood spider actually plans to parasitize Ye Chen! 

 

And blood spider, why do you do this? 

 

It's very simple. Talk about the terms! 

 

At the moment, the voice of blood spider rings in Ning Caixia's mind: "Ning Caixia, ha ha, are you happy 

to see your brother ye?" 

 

Ning Caixia yelled: "what do you want to do? Isn't it parasitic on me? Why, to Ye Chen? " 

 

Blood spider said with a smile: "maybe, I just want to see the despairing expression when this boy is 

betrayed by his own woman? It's interesting, isn't it? " 

 

How mean! 



 

Ning Caixia was going crazy. She cried, "no! Please, don't do that! " 

 

Blood spider light way: "promise you, also is not can't, well, if you obedient words......" 

 

Ning Caixia puzzled: "what do you mean?" 

 

She can feel that she has been completely controlled by the blood spider. How can she be obedient? 

 

The blood spider said: "you should know that there was a hundred color green pith bug in your body. 

Well, you killed it. But the Tianchong clan has a way to revive the hundred color green pith bug, and you 

will also be demonized. However, it needs your cooperation. If you are willing to cooperate, I will let this 

boy go, OK?" 

 

Ning Caixia smell speech, in the heart can't help clapping for a while! 

 

She is very clear, this so-called demonization, what does it mean, that is to be captured by the hundred 

color green marrow gu! 

 

That way, she'll die. 

 

But, for the sake of Ye Chen, Ning Caixia said without hesitation: "I do!" 

 

As long as you can make ye Chen safe, she has been desperate, even if the blood spider intends to cheat 

her, she will try her best, in case, can guarantee Ye Chen's safety? 

 

Blood spider smell speech, smile. 

 

Humans are too gullible. 

 



But, at this time, Ning Caixia said: "however, I want you to leave Ye Chen immediately, and swear by Dao 

Xin that you will never approach Ye Chen again! 

 

Otherwise, I would rather die than accept demonization! " 

 

At this time, the blood spider is laughing, sneering. 

 

He said, "do you think you are qualified to negotiate with me? If you refuse, I can kill this boy now. 

Hehe, this boy is just this strength? 

 

In front of me, ants are not as good as ants. " 

 

Said, his body, surging aura rotation, seems to really want to start! 

 

Ning Caixia, the spirit is about to collapse, even busy way: "no! Don't do it to him, I I'll listen to you... " 

 

She, compromise, she is not afraid of death, but, afraid of Ye Chen accident! 

 

The blood spider said with a smile: "that's right. Well, before you are really demonized, I will make some 

preparations. During this time, I will accompany you beside Ye. Ha ha, if you don't cooperate in the 

process of preparation, then you should know what will happen to Ye Chen!" 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also said with a smile: "Caixia, unexpectedly, we met here!" 

 

Ye Chen asked: "Caixia, how did you come here? Who provoked the lion 

 

The blood spider's eyes flashed slightly and said, "I came here by chance and found the giant lion's nest. 

When the giant lion was sleeping, I stole it from the nest! 

 

That's why I was chased by the lion 



 

Say, blood spider took out a piece of animal skin ancient scroll, handed leaf Chen. 

 

Ye Chen looks at that ancient volume, the facial expression moves a way: "this is?" 

 

The blood spider's eyes twinkled and said, "the map of the tomb of the spirit king!" 

 

"Tomb of the spirit king!" 

 

Ye Chen was slightly surprised and said, "is that the king of spirit the power to open up this self-

contained heaven?" 

 

The blood spider shook his head and said, "according to the information left on the map, we can infer 

that the spirit king is a good friend of the great power. The whole area is in heaven. It can be said that 

the great power prepared the burial for his good friend!Therefore, in this secret place, the tomb of the 

spirit king is the greatest chance! " 

 

The people in Longmen Island were surprised when they heard the words. They didn't know whether 

what the blood spider said was true or false? 

 

At this time, the golden locust was worried and said, "young master, why do you tell this secret to this 

boy? My God, the Zerg paid a great price to get this secret 

 

Blood spider's eyes flashed slightly, and said faintly: "I need Ning Caixia to cooperate with me to prepare 

for demonization. So, for a while, I can't kill this boy, or even, I'd better not kill this boy. But if I go to the 

tomb of the spirit king after demonization, it's too late 

 

So, for today's sake, we can only go to the tomb of King Ling with these human mole ants. When we get 

there, Ning Caixia's demonization is almost ready. Just in time, I can also live on this boy directly! 

 

When you come to the cemetery, you will have the power to fight. At least you will have the power to 

fight! 



 

Don't worry, these mole ants. What if you know? 

 

With their strength, they can't go to the tomb of the king of spirit... " 

 

The golden locust's eyes are bright when he hears the speech. The young master is really thoughtful! 

 

In this way, it is true, perfect! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the map and said: "the tomb of the king of spirit is quite far away from here. 

According to the information left on the map, the tomb of the king of spirit is about to open! 

 

So, what are we waiting for? 

 

Now, let's go to the tomb of the spirit king 

 

Looking at Ye Chen that happy appearance, blood spider and gold locust all smile. 

 

This fool doesn't know he's dying, does he? 

 

Being sold and counting money for others, I'm still happy 

 

In fact, they just want Ye Chen to go to the slaughterhouse and wait to be slaughtered.. Chapter 5640 

 

 

 

However, on the surface, the blood spider said with a smile: "I also have this intention!" 

 

Immediately, the five people followed the directions on the map and went to the tomb of the spirit king! 



 

People in Longmen Island shake their heads. Although they don't know whether the tomb of the spirit 

king is true or false, they can be sure that the blood spider doesn't have a good heart, and ye Chen falls 

into the trap. 

 

At present, the situation is more unfavorable for ye Chen! 

 

For the next period of time, the blood spider was quite regular, completely took himself as Ning Caixia, 

followed the crowd and went on the road together. 

 

On this day, five figures emerged from the rolling sand. 

 

Look, it's Ye Chen and others! 

 

Time, has passed half a month! 

 

In the past half a month, the five people have been on their way. It seems that they are very dusty and 

full of frost. 

 

Five people across a desert, the blood spider some happy tunnel: "Ye Chen, after this desert, 

immediately to the tomb of the spirit king!" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "although, during this period of time, we have experienced a lot of danger, 

dying, but fortunately, we caught up before the opening of the tomb of the spirit king. All the efforts are 

worth it." 

 

Red Linglong three girls are also excited! 

 

Longmen island people look at Ye Chen and others, excited appearance, are sighing, know soon to be 

extremely sad. 

 



Blood spider looking at Ye Chen, eyes are flashing up, this half a month, the preparation of demonization 

has been basically finished, only the last step, it is time to parasitize Ye Chen. 

 

But 

 

There is a strange smile on the corner of blood spider's mouth. If he starts directly, there may be an 

accident. Well, he is always cautious, so in order to parasitize Ye Chen, he has arranged a good play 

 

Tonight, this good play is coming on! 

 

Hidden in the side of the golden locust, is also excited, looking forward to it! 

 

Soon, night fell. 

 

Ye Chen five people, came to a rock area, sat under a huge rock, lit a bonfire, was barbecuing the meat 

of the giant lion that day, while meditating, recovering their spiritual power. 

 

But, at this time, sudden change! 

 

The whole stone forest suddenly trembled, as if there had been a big earthquake! 

 

The next moment, with a loud bang, a giant monster, golden locust, suddenly emerged from the bottom 

of the earth and appeared in front of the crowd. There was a piercing sound of insects in the ferocious 

mouth! 

 

The sound of insects alone made five people bleed in their ears one after another, and their faces were 

in great pain! 

 

Looking at the huge golden locust, Chi Linglong looked very frightened and exclaimed, "no! This monster 

is very powerful! We are not rivals. Run 

 



In an instant, people will jump to flee! 

 

But at this time, the golden locust is a sound of insects, wings a vibration, the raging waves of the 

moment rush out, the whole stone forest of countless boulders are crushed! 

 

In the face of this storm, Ning Caixia seems to have a little less reaction. She was hit by a huge stone 

blown by the storm and spat blood in her mouth. She screamed and flew backwards! 

 

The golden locust's eyes, killing frenzied surge, instantly locked Ning Caixia, like a spear general toward 

Ning Caixia stab! 

 

Although, this is only a very simple blow, but with its strength, it is as powerful as a magic weapon! 

 

And Ning Caixia in that crisis under the lock, full of panic color, for a time can't move, see, that crisis is 

about to pierce into her heart! 

 

At this time, ye Chen, suddenly exclaimed: "Caixia!" 

 

The next moment, its body shape a flash, then block in front of Ning Caixia's body, hold it tightly in the 

arms! 

 

At the same time, the blood spider and the golden locust's eyes are a very ironic look! 

 

People on Longmen island are very anxious now! 

 

Ye Chen's emphasis on love and righteousness has moved many people! 

 

However, they are very clear that all these are directed and performed by the two Zerg! 

 

Ye Chen, it's over! 



 

And the top ten villains are laughing! 

 

Stupid thing, for the sake of women, just like no brain, but also sacrifice their lives to save each other? 

 

Ha ha, as a result, it's not my own woman that I saved, but a disgusting demon clan! 

 

Don't know, leaf Chen is in front of him to think is the guy of own woman betray of, what facial 

expression can be? 

 

How despairing will you be when you are parasitized by that monster? 

 

Just think about it, these ten villains are going to fly! 

 

Red exquisite three female at the same time complexion a change, exclaim a way: "leaf Chen!" 

 

At this time, with a loud bang, the golden weapon stabbed into Ye Chen's body, and a huge force rushed 

out, directly crushing a big hole in Ye Chen's chest! 

 

Don't underestimate, this slender blow, the power is infinite! 

 

Demon clan is a powerful race!"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood, and his heart was more like a fountain. The blood 

gushed wildly, and instantly dyed the whole land red. Almost, he wanted to turn this area into a sea of 

blood! 

 

And his breath, is also a rapid decline down 

 

This is the scene of silence on Longmen island 



 

No matter how strong Ye Chen's vitality is, he can't resist the attack of Tianchong clan in such a state? 

 

You know, Tianchong is also a unique race, especially in attack power! 

 

Moreover, this golden Huang is not the general existence of Taizhen! 

 

This fatal blow is directly through the key! 

 

All these conditions add up to despair for the immortal body! 

 

If not, this day Zerg finally seems to stay a point, ye Chen may have been killed directly? 

 

At this time, Ning Caixia suddenly began to cry, pear blossom with rain, sad to the extreme, hugged Ye 

Chen tightly and said: "Ye Chen! are you all right? Why are you so stupid? " 

 

Ye Chen weakly looked at Ning Caixia, reluctantly showed a smile and said: "Caixia, I'm ok, this little 

injury is nothing, you leave here, I drag this monster..." 

 

Ning Caixia hears the words and looks at Ye Chen dully. The next moment, her face suddenly changes. 

She laughs and says: "ha ha ha! Brother ye, you are so infatuated! Caixia will be moved to death by you! 

No wonder so many women like you 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, complexion suddenly pale up, some incredible way: "Caixia, what are you talking 

about?" 

 

As Ning Caixia just said, the blow to him seems to be 100000 times greater than the crushing of her 

heart! 

 

Beilingsheng, nanxiaoli and others can't bear to see that kind of betrayal, that kind of heartbreak, just 

can't imagine! 



 

Ye Chen doesn't know that Ning Caixia is possessed! 

 

In his opinion, is he going to die, or die for his own woman, but unexpectedly, before he died, he was 

betrayed by this woman, right? 

 

Ning Caixia's spirit is about to burn up, going crazy! 

 

She cried, "why! Blood spider, why are you doing this! I've already agreed to all your demands 

 


